With the assumption that the Brueckner g matrix provides the suitable renormalization of the nucleon-nucleon interaction due to medium effects in the collision term of the nuclear LandauVlassov equation, we use the results of our Brueckner calculation for nuclear matter at finite temperature to evaluate the renormalization factor in a local and thermal approximation.
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In the last months, there has been an intensive search for a suitable (and still As we said, this ratio is always smaller than unity, and in Ref. 17 , the quantity a ' =aa is actually calculated.
In order to present our results in a convenient form, we have fitted the function a by the following algebraic form:
where the coefficients a"~a re given in Table I for T =0 and T =10 MeV. The fit is of very good quality, except close to p pp. But in that particular case, the loss term is very small anyway. In general, the loss term is small for k = k~and decreases with decreasing density.
The medium effect on the single-particle energies can be incorporated readily in the collision term. The "free scattering" loss term would then be given by Eq. (9) Table II .
The ratio of 8 to 8',
In the conditions considered above, i.e. , in the thermal equilibrium limit, the gain term is equal to the loss term. Since this is independent of the transition probability, the same renormalization has to be applied to the gain term. This renormalization is presumably not very much dif-
then really represents the importance of the medium renormalization of the scattering of two nucleons, weighted by the appropriate kinematical conditions. It is given in Fig. 2 for illustration. This renormalization coefficient may also lie above or below unity.
Note that, due to the approximation (16) with a constant m*, the ratio a' has not the proper asymptotic limit for large k. However, it is known that in a realistic calculation, m* comes close to unity for larger values of k than those considered in Fig. 2 
